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Overview
This mentoring course is aimed at Young people in years 7&8 but can be tailored for
older groups. The structure of the sessions starts with a game and then has content
to nish with some questions from their work booklets to nish. We run it in school
and take a group of between 4-6 young people out for a whole lesson. We
recommend doing a boys group and a girls group as we have found doing mixed
groups to be slightly harder to get the young people to engage.

Week
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Week 3
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Week 8

Topic
Getting to know you
Strengths & Weaknesses
Handling Emotions & forgiveness
Self Esteem
Recap
Social Media & Bullying
Supporting others
Wrap up & review
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The following manual is a guide for planning and leading the sessions, you can
change or pick which activities you do but the aim of the session needs to stay the
same and be covered in the session.
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Week 1: Getting To Know You
Resources needed

-

Emoji Cards
Menga
Sticky notes in two colours
Flipchart paper
Pens
A mentoring booklet for each mentee

Aims of the session
- To meet mentees and build a relationship of trust
- To start looking at their goals might be
- To go through expectations and boundaries
Takeaway for the session
- We are all here to learn more about ourselves and the people around us. We
each want to grow in con dence and resilience and we can work together in
these sessions to help each other with our goals.
Introduction
- Welcome mentees. Explain how sessions will run and talk about what the
di erent sessions are going to cover.
- Explain that they have chosen to join in with mentoring, because it is believed
that they can go above and beyond what they are already achieving. We want
the mentoring to help them overcome things at school and at home, build
their con dence and resilience.
Icebreakers
- Take a moment for all to share their names and introduce themselves.
- Ask young people to choose which emoji card best represents how they are
feeling today.
- Play Menga. (Mentoring Jenga, See resources pack)
- If you have time, play another game. (Two truths and a lie)
Main Focus:
Activity: Hopes and Fears
- Give each child 3 sticky notes – preferably 2 of one colour and 1 of another.
o Ask them to think about these two questions ▪ What do they hope to get out of mentoring?
▪ Is there anything they’re worried about mentoring?
o Then ask them to write 2 hopes and 1 fear on the sticky notes.
o Once everyone is nished, give an opportunity for the group to share if
they would like to.
o Write answers in workbooklet
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Activity: Guidelines and Boundary Setting
- A chance to go through some guidelines for mentoring. Ask the group to
come up with their own guidelines for how they want mentoring to be
shaped. Add in a few if necessary.
o Guidelines like these are helpful…
▪ No phones out during mentoring
▪ Don’t share personal things people say at mentoring outside of
mentoring
▪ Look out for each other outside of mentoring
▪ Use positive language
▪ Take part, get involved and give things a go
▪ Respect others
▪ Listen well - try not to talk over or interrupt others
▪ Be open to new opinions and ideas
- Write on ipchart paper and ask them all to sign.
- At any point, if a mentee is breaking these guidelines, it can be helpful to
reiterate the guidelines they all wrote and agreed to. And to discuss how
breaking these guidelines can be detrimental to the group and mentoring.
Activity: Complete Personality lest
- Ask the young people to write down their hopes and fears from the activity.
- Give them a personality quiz which can talked about in the next session.*
Close
- Fill in the chart in the handbook.
o For this rst session, it is helpful to explain exactly what they need to
do in the booklets and that they will do this at the end of every
session.
▪ They need to tick that they attended this session in the
‘Programme Overview’ page.
▪ Then ll out the two charts for week one ‘How are you feeling
today?’ and ‘How has this week’s session impacted you?’
▪ And then nd the ‘Week One’ questions and complete them

* See Resources pack:

You could use Colour Pro les or Myas Briggs or another personality test which
helps the young people understand themselves and each other better. It needs to
be something you can build on and refer back to during the course.
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Week 2: Strengths &
Weaknesses
Resources needed
- Emoji Cards
- Introvert/extrovert trait cards
- Individual quiz results printed
- Superhero match-up activity
- Strengths and weaknesses cards
- Flipchart paper to draw axis of colour theory
- Grabolo
Aims of the session
- To go through each of our strengths and weaknesses and how we can use
them in day-to-day life
- Collectively look at our strengths, accept them and step into them
- Collectively look at our weaknesses and how we can manage them to
improve
Takeaway for this session
- We are all di erent and have di erent strengths and weaknesses. It’s good to
recognise what makes us unique, what suits us best when we are working
and socialising. This helps us to understand why other people may do things
di erently and helps us to understand ourselves better.
Introduction
- Ask young people to choose which Emoji card best represents how they are
feeling today
- Find out how they have been since last meeting
- Have made any steps towards their goal?
Game
- Grabolo
Main focus
- In this session, we’re going to look at our strengths and weaknesses. How
we can work on our strengths so we can use them to help others and
ourselves and look at how we can work on our weaknesses.
Activity: Superheroes all di erent and strengths and weaknesses can help us)
- Match the superhero with the strength and weakness
- Discuss how they use their weakness to their advantage and they each have
strengths and weaknesses.
Activity: Character Traits/ explaining character test lled out in the previous
week.
- Explain what the terms ‘Introvert, Extrovert, Thinking, Feeling’ mean in the
simplest way possible and explain we are all a mixture of all of them, but we
have preferences for what makes us feel most energised and capable.
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Matchup the trait cards with ‘Introvert, Extrovert, Thinking, Feeling’
categories.
- Discuss what they all mean and that we are all di erent and a mixture of all of
them but it’s good to recognise what suits us best and what makes us feel
most comfortable.
Activity: Quiz results, what colour mix are you?
- Draw the grid with introvert/extrovert/thinking/feeling and the colours and
explain we are all a mixture, it’s a scale and they are just like languages.
- Give each young person their result.
- Spend some time discussing each one and how it works.
- Look at the strengths and weaknesses of each and ask them if they
recognise any of the traits.
Activity: Strengths and Weaknesses
- Use the cards to pass around and ask the young people to keep the ones
they think apply to them.
- Share with each other.
- Ask the young people to write down two strengths and one weakness they
have.
- What about when you work in a group?
- Questions for discussion
o What are 3 things you are naturally good at?
o What knowledge or expertise do you have?
o Which personal characteristics are you most proud of?
o Think about what you have done in the last week?
o Do you feel like you are spending more time in your areas of strengths
or weakness?
o How can greater self-awareness of your strengths and weaknesses
in uence the decisions you make about the future?
-

Close
- Ask them to ll out the charts and questions in the booklet for this week.

Personal Notes:
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Week 3: Handling Emotions &
Forgiveness
Resources needed
- Emoji Cards
- In atable black and white question ball
- Scenarios cards
- Healthy ways to cope cards (printed and laminated set for each young
person to keep)
- A print-out of the ‘Thought head’ per mentee
- Flipchart paper
- Pens
Aims of the session
- To understand the emotions we feel.
- To be encouraged that it’s ok to feel extreme emotions.
- To look at healthy ways to deal with extreme emotions.
- To better under forgiveness and how it makes us feel
Takeaway for the session
- We can’t always choose what emotions we feel, but we can choose what we
do with them and how we act.
Introduction
- Ask young people to choose which emoji card best represents how they are
feeling today.
- Find out how they have been since last meeting.
- Have made any steps towards their goal?
Game
- Play Question Ball game (In atable black and white ball with questions/
activities on. You pass it around and wherever your right thumb lands you
read that out and either answer the question or do the activity)
Main focus
Activity: Scenarios
- Using the scenarios, split them into pairs and give each group a few
scenarios each. Then ask them to talk in their pairs about these scenarios
and how they would feel if it happened to them.
- When each group has had the opportunity to chat. Then ask them to read out
their scenarios one by one and tell the rest of the group how they thought
they would feel. (They can use the emoji cards to demonstrate the emotions
they might feel, if they are reluctant to talk)
- Lead the discussion on these scenarios and follow the conversation, take
appropriate opportunities to ask more questions about their responses. E.g.
why they would feel that way, what they would usually do in response to the
scenario and what they think might be a good response etc.
- Additional questions to ask
o What emotion do they think they struggle the most with?
o How do they usually manage their emotions?
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Handling emotions
- Talk about how emotions are natural and it is ok to be angry, happy or sad
but that if we live controlled by these emotions, they can weigh us down and
they can cause us to act certain ways that may not be helpful and may even
be hurtful to others and our relationships.
- It helps to be self-aware because if you recognise, you’re feeling an emotion
then you can take control of it, and you then get to choose how you act
rather than the emotion.
Healthy ways to cope
- Explain about the Healthy ways to cope cards.
o It is all about creating choice for you, these methods won’t tell you
how to act or what is a good thing or bad thing to do but they can be
used in the moment when you feel that emotion and will give you a
second to take hold of the emotion and choose how you want to
respond, rather than being controlled by the emotion.
- O er them the 4 ways to cope cards.
- Ask them to say what they think is good about each one.
- Ask them to pick one they may use next time they need to manage their
emotions.
Past experience
- Ask them to think of a time they handled their emotions well and how they
did this.
- Ask them to say one new thing they have learnt that they are going to use the
next time they need to manage their emotions.
Activity Option 1: What is forgiveness?
- Ask them what they think forgiveness is. Write down any thoughts on a piece
of ipchart paper.
Plastic egg activity
- Hide plastic eggs around the room before the mentees arrive. Each egg has
one of the quotes about forgiveness in it.
- Ask the mentees to nd all the eggs. Once they have done this, ask each
mentee to open their eggs and read out the quotes one by one.
- Discuss each quote. The emphasis here is on whether they agree with what
that quote says about forgiveness or not…do they think the person who
wrote the quote is correct about forgiveness?
Then, if there is time it is also helpful to talk about how worries a ect our
emotions and how we act –
Activity Option 2: Thought head
- Give each mentee a ‘Thought Head’
- Ask them to write down the main things they worry about in life and write
them inside the head outline.
Discussion on Worry (writing answers on ipchart)
- Then lead a discussion on worry
o What is a worry?
o What kind of things might we worry about? School, friendships,
appearance, home stu , parents and family, getting stu wrong etc. –
maybe sharing from what they wrote in their thought heads.
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Share that it is normal to worry about things and actually sometimes worrying
keeps us safe. We all have worries but sometimes they can take over our
lives and might prevent us from doing other things.
Activity Option 3: Over owing cup illustration
- Draw a cup of water on a piece of ipchart paper.
- Say that this is a bit like us, and we have things that we carry round in our
cup – worries and things that are on our mind e.g. ‘changing school’, ‘lots of
homework’ – maybe take examples from their own ‘Thought-heads’. Draw a
bubble in the cup for each of these you list – writing inside them the ‘worry’ it
represents.
- Then explain that things come along each day that add to our cup – and very
quickly we can be over owing and feel overwhelmed and a little out of
control and this can make it harder to manage our emotions. Often this is
when we can feel very angry, or very sad.
- So what can we do to keep our ‘level’ down?
o Some of these things we cannot make better, some are big things,
some are small things, but what we can do it make sure we are
looking after ourselves to make sure we don’t get too overwhelmed.
o It’s good to try and recognise when we are carrying di cult things
around with us and what e ect that can have on how we feel and how
we interact with people.
- Suggest that one of the ways is to learn ways to keep our ‘cup-level’ down
by relaxing and doing things we enjoy.
- For example…
o Talk to teacher, friends, parents
o Exercise
o Eat healthily
o Sleep well
o Take time to relax
o Listen to music
o Draw
o Breathe slowly
o Think of a happy, calm memory
- This becomes a bit like atap on our cup to help us keep our level down
-
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Note:
There is a lot to cover in this session so don’t feel you need to do every activity pick
which ones you want to do. The most important activities in my opinion are the Egg
game, Balloons and the thought head. We paired these two together because
unforgiveness can be a cause for some of emotions to run high and out of control.

Personal Notes:
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Spring Term TimeTable
Week
Week 1
Week 2
Week 3
Week 4
Week 5
Week 6
Week 7
Week 8

Topic
Getting to know you
Strengths & Weaknesses
Handling Emotions & Forgiveness
Self Esteem
Recap
Half Term
No Mentoring
No Mentoring
Social Media & Bullying
Supporting others
Wrap up & review
Last Tuesday of Term

Date:
18 Jan
25 Jan
01 Feb
08 Feb
15 Feb
22 Feb
01 Mar
08 Mar
15 Mar
22 Mar
29 Mar
05 Apr

Name
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Tutor Group Room Wk

Wk2

Name
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Tutor Group Room Wk

Wk2
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Week 4: Self Esteem
Resources needed
- Emoji Cards
- Pictures and quotes about celebrities
- Sticky notes in two colours
- Ball for Glow-Lo Hero
- Paper
- Pens
- Head outline
Aims of the session
- To understand what self-esteem means
- To consider which things build self-esteem and which things diminish it
- To think of positive things about ourselves
Takeaway from the session
- The things that people say to us are just opinions and we get to choose
which ones we let dictate how we feel about ourselves, how we act and what
we achieve. It is important to remember the positive things about ourselves.
Introduction
- Ask young people to choose which emoji card best represents how they are
feeling today
- Find out how they have been since last meeting
- Have made any steps towards their goal?
Game
- Glow-lo hero
o (Throw the ball to each other and when you catch it, share with the
group a highlight (glow), a lowlight (low) and a hero from your week)
Main focus
What is self-esteem?
- Ask the mentees what they think self-esteem is.
- Talk about how it is at its simplest ‘what we think of ourselves’, ‘belief in
yourself’.
- Ask them who they think controls their self-esteem?
o Discuss what they say, what implications that has for self-esteem etc.
Encourage them to think about how we can make ourselves believe
anything we want about ourselves; it is us who controls our selfesteem.
Activity: Celebrities
- Show them the pictures of the celebrities and the quotes. Explain that each
of these quotes was said to these celebrities at some point, ask them to
match the celebrity with the correct quote that was said to them.
- When they have done this correctly. Talk about how success isn’t necessarily
de ned by being famous, but these quotes are just opinions and we can
choose what we believe about ourselves.
- They didn’t let what people said about them stop them from loving what they
love and being who they wanted to be.
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Activity: Like and Dislike
- Give each young person some sticky notes. Ask them to write down things
they love about themselves on one colour and ask them to write down things
they dislike about themselves on another colour, maybe things people have
said to them. They can use as many sticky notes as they want.
- When everyone is nished, if anyone would like to share they can, but there
is no pressure to. Ask them then to put the positive sticky notes in their bag
to keep. Take all the negative sticky notes and rip them up, and talk to them
about how these are not helpful or true and we can each choose in this
moment to not let those opinions be true in our lives.
Ask the question: When do we feel most con dent?
- Lead discussion for a bit. Write ideas for things that build con dence on one
piece of paper, and things that diminish it on another. Discuss what we can
do to build our self-esteem and be resilient to things that might knock our
self-esteem.
- Some questions to ask in the discussion:
o Do you think people feel better about themselves when they go
online?
o What do you think builds self-esteem?
o What do you think knocks our con dence?
o Would the world be better or worse if we were all the same?
- Discuss strategies to help us stay con dent
o Comparing ourselves with others isn’t helpful
o Limit social media
o Write down positive things people say to you and read them regularly
o Be nice and friendly to each other
o Remember times you did well
o Find things you are good at
o Don’t put expectations to be perfect on yourself, celebrate small
achievements
Issues around self-esteem on social media
- Discussion
o Does social media a ect how you feel about yourself?
▪ Talk about and lead discussion using these topics and
questions…
• Comparison on social media
• How many likes would you be happy with on social
media?
• How do you feel if someone says something negative to
you online?
• Would you remove the picture if you got less than a
certain amount of likes?
• Do you think sel es are edited? What kind of things do
you do to edit a picture?
o Activity - True Sel e
▪ Sel es can be fake and there are lots of things that you cannot
see in a sel e, like personality traits, things you do for people
around you, talents, dreams etc.
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▪ Give each mentee an outline of a head and ask them to draw
themselves and then write around them those things you would
not be able to ‘see’ from a sel e online.
▪ Talk about how there is so much more to us as people than a
picture demonstrates. We need to remember this about
ourselves and about the people around us. We are so much
more than a sel e!
Close
- Ask them to ll out the charts and questions in the booklet for this week.

Personal Notes:
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Week 5: Recap
Resources needed
- Emoji Cards
- Strengths and weaknesses quiz print outs, one per mentee
- How psychic are you print outs, one per mentee
- Snacks and drinks – bowls and cups
- Menga
- Jungle Speed
- Sticky notes
- Balloons & sharpies
Aims of the session
- To catch up from the half term break
- Find out what people are excited about for new term - hopes and fears
- Recap what we’ve looked at so far
- Fill out a strengths and weaknesses questionnaire for next week.
Takeaway from the session
- Idea behind the session is just to chat and continue to get to know each
other. Also recap anything we have talked about so far and explore whether
any mentees feel they have made any steps towards their goals.
Introduction
- Ask young people to choose which emoji card best represents how they are
feeling today
- Find out how they have been since last meeting
- Have made any steps towards their goal?
Games
- How psychic are you? (Played this when you rst met them, so let’s see if we
know each other any better now!)
- Menga
- Jungle Speed
Main focus
Half-term chat
- Ask the group what they got up to over the holidays, did anyone travel, where
did they go, what did they do. Let conversation ow for a bit.
Guidelines Reminder
- Remind them of the guidelines that we all made and agreed on.
Hopes and Fears
- Give each person a bit of paper and a pen and talk about their hopes and
fears for the year.
Recap previous sessions
- Getting to know you, strengths and weaknesses, Handling Emotions&
forgiveness, Self-Esteem,- not asking to remember anything but has anything
we have chatted about been helpful?
- What do they think the best session has been? Why?
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Talk about what’s coming up next at mentoring
- Social Media & Bullying, Supporting others, and wrap up and review party
Activity: Balloons recap from Forgiveness week
- Ask young people to blow up a balloon each.
- Don’t tie them o , just hold them. Then ask the young people to use Sharpies
to carefully write on the balloon names of any people they would like to
choose to start forgiving.
- Once all the names have been written down and everyone is nished, explain
that we can begin to forgive them now and all release the balloons at the
same time.
- This illustrates the ‘exhaling’ of forgiveness.
Close
- Ask them to ll out the charts and questions in the booklet for this week.
Personal Notes:
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Week 6: Social Media &
Bullying
Resources needed
- Emoji Cards
- Flipchart paper
- Laminated social media logos
- THINK cards, one for each mentee
- Sticky notes
- Uno
- Plain A4 paper
- Colouring pencils
- Pens
- Head outline print-out, one per mentee
Aims of the session
- To help them understand the impact of social media
- To help them understand the in uence they can have on real life & social
media.
- To understand why people might bully.
- To be challenged if we are being a bully.
- To nd out the best course of action if we are being bullied.
Takeaway for session
- We can choose to be a positive in uence on social media and our group
chats, if we take the time to think about how we are acting and remember
our words and actions still have an impact on people through social media.
Introduction
- Ask young people to choose which emoji card best represents how they are
feeling today
- Find out how they have been since last meeting
- Have made any steps towards their goal?
Game
- Uno
Main focus
- We are going to spend some time talking about social media & bullying,
looking at maybe why some use social media and why people bully, how it
might make people feel and see if we can help ourselves and those around
us if they’re being bullied. How social media can have an e ect on this.
Discussion: Questions (write thoughts on ipchart)
- What is bullying?
- How does it make you feel when people say negative things about you?
- How do you respond when people say negative things?
- How do you respond when people say positive things?
- What do you do if you see people being bullied?
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Activity & Discussion: Fill in questions in work booklets around social media and
their usage
Activity: Feelings of victim and bully
- Put the mentees in two groups. One is going to consider the ‘bully’ and the
other the ‘victim’.
- Give both teams a sheet of ipchart paper and ask one of them to lie down
and the others to draw round them to form an outline of a person.
- Then they can work together to write on their person
o ‘Bully’ group
▪ How they think it might make the bully feel? (Write inside the
outline of the bully)
▪ Why people bully? (Write around the bully outline)
o ‘Victim’ group
▪ How the victim would feel? (Write inside the outline of the
victim)
▪ How people around them could help the victim? (Write around
the victim outline
- When both teams are nished, ask them to show the rest of the group and
read out what they have written, adding any other suggestions from mentees
as you go.
- The aim of this is for us to understand a little more about why people may
bully, how it makes them feel and what is it like for the victim.
Option 1 – Issues around bullying or being mean to each other in person or
online
Activity – Social media rules for positive use
- Why do we think people bully and are mean online more than in person?
o Lead the discussion on this.
- Sometimes it’s helpful to think about how we want to use social media and
how we can be a positive presence. Therefore, it can be good to think of a
social media ‘rule’ for yourself to help you use social media well.
- Here are some examples…
o ‘Never say anything on social media you wouldn’t say in person’
▪ Sometimes, we can misinterpret the things that other people
say to us on social media. Things they say might not mean
anything, but we read into it and think they mean something
else by it.
▪ Ask them what they would think if they received a message
from someone saying…
• “We need to talk”
▪ Also, sometimes we say things over social media that we
wouldn’t say in person, we feel protected or even anonymous
behind a screen and we don’t always see the e ects of our
words.
o ‘THINK rule’
▪ We can try and create a community online and in our group
chats that loves each other so we can THINK before we send
messages or comment.
▪ And ask ourselves these questions…is what we are about to
post or say…
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-

• Thoughtful?
• Helpful?
• Inspiring?
• Necessary?
• Kind?
▪ If yes, go for it! If not, maybe it is not the best thing to do.
▪ Give each of them the printed-out THINK card
Ask them all to come up with their own rules on sticky notes.

Option 2: A focus on being positive on social media
Activity: Encouragement collage
- On social media, we can sometimes nd encouraging words.
o How do they make us feel?
- Give the young people time to make their own A4 poster of encouragement
they would love for people their age to see online – they can decorate it too.
- When everyone is nished, they call all swap so you leave with someone
else’s encouragement poster. Say they could put it up on their wall at home
to encourage themselves.
- Remind them they can put positivity into the world and on social media to
encourage others.
Close
- Ask them to ll out the charts and questions in the booklet for this week.
Personal Notes:
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Week 7: Supporting Others
Resources needed
- Emoji Cards
- Fortune tellers
- Positive a rmation cards
- Personality island sheets
- Dobble
Aims of the session
- To understand how emotions and experiences can a ect how people act
- How we can support each other
Takeaway from the session
- We all have experiences, positive and negative, that in uence how we act as
people. It’s helpful to recognise our own and how they have a ect us. It can
also be helpful to remember when someone acts in a way that we don’t quite
understand, they may have had an experience or be experiencing something
that has caused them to act the way they have. This helps us to be kind and
understanding to others.
Introduction
- Ask young people to choose which emoji card best represents how they are
feeling today
- Find out how they have been since last meeting
- Have made any steps towards their goal?
Game
- Dobble
Main focus
Activity: Islands of self
- From the lm, Inside Out. Riley has 5 emotions that control her, Joy, Fear,
Disgust, Anger, Sadness
o There are times when we let our emotions control us, which is one of
the things we talked about in the earlier sessions and how we can
choose how to react rather than be controlled by them.
- But, today I want to think about personality islands. Riley has di erent
islands that each come from a core memory.
o For example, she has like Goofball island and hockey island and they
make up her personality.
o Obviously, our personalities are more complex than this, but it is good
to think about our own personality islands that may have come from
certain experiences, memories and ways we have live. These can be
positive and negative.
o We can behave according to these islands sometimes and it might be
helpful for us to think about when we do that and how when others act
they may be acting through one of their ‘islands’.
o Ask the young people to think of 5 islands they might have and draw
them on the ‘Personality island’ print-outs.
o They don’t have to share with anyone, but good to think about when
we act out of these islands.
o Some ideas maybe…
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▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Social Island
Laughter Island
‘I’m not clever’ Island
Scared Island
Animal Island
Arty island
Dancing Island
“I’m never good enough” Island
o This can help us understand why we do certain things and also why
others act how they do. It’s helpful to remember when someone acts
in a way that you don’t understand, maybe they have had an
experience that has formed an island for them that may not be positive
and that is why they have acted the way they have. This helps us to be
kind and understanding to others.
o Over time these islands change and sometimes we can choose to let
go of an island if it comes from a negative experience, and choose to
forgive and de ne our own islands.
o Worth thinking about the islands that we would like to become less
signi cant to us and think about how we can let go of them being one
of our islands that a ects how we act or feel.
Activity: Fortune teller paper folder
- Ask the young people to make the fortune teller up
- Talk about how this can be used to give us ideas and remind us of how we
can look after ourselves and each other.
- They can just pick it up one day and see what comes up and could add their
own ideas.
Activity: Positive A rmations
- Have a positive a rmation card printed for each mentee and leader with their
names at the top.
- Take it in turns to write something positive you’ve seen in the person and the
pass it around, till everyone has written on everyone’s card.
- Explain these can be kept, put on their wall to help keep positive. Take these
in and laminate them ready to give out next week.
Close
- Ask them to ll out the charts and questions in the booklet for this week.
Personal Notes:
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Week 8: Wrap Up & Review
Resources needed
- Emoji Cards
- Laminated a rmation cards
- Print out Youth Club Flyers
- Cards you have written for each person
- Sticky notes
- Uno
- Snacks & drinks for party
Aims of the session:
Summarise the mentoring sessions
Review the mentoring course, goals etc
Fill in review forms in booklets
Play games and have fun in the last session

-

Introduction
- Ask young people to choose which Emoji card best represents how they are
feeling today
- Find out how they have been since last meeting
Game
- Charades
- Who am I?
- Uno
Main focus:
Activity: Goals for the year
- Having been at mentoring, let’s set some goals together for the year.
- Chat about goals and write some each on a sticky note.
Activity: Positive A rmations
- Present with positive a rmations from last week.
Activity: Summerise the key points from the mentoring course, see how much they
can remember from the weeks
Activity: Review the mentoring scheme
- Have a general chat.
- Share highlights and favourite things about being in the group.
- Fill out the review form in the booklets.
Give them the cards you have written to each of them
Advertise Youth Club and give out yers

-

Close
- Ask them to ll out the charts and questions in the booklet for this week.
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